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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
a .. width or plate . 
b • length or plate 
h = one- half thickness ot plate 
l = whole positive integer 
1'9' 
vYl, ~rh. :;: roots of the solution or a differential equation 
vJ = lateral deflection of the plate 
~ c)~U) 
·L~~~w.,'it = ~o~ation for 0 ~).. and 'v'-q1-
~q.d" = coo~dinates or the middle plane of the plate 
·~ ;l~n," 
C : constants of integration 
E.(1.h ) D = \ ,_ \-vi· : flexural rigidity of the plate 
E = modulus of elasticity 
J ; total potential energy 
Y : a function ot lj 
c,< _ ClT 
... "o:-
(f = compressive stress caused by the critical load 
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There are many engineering structures in which thin 
plates are used extensively, some examples of which can be 
found in ship and airplane structures, bridges, etc. The 
problem contained in this thesis is the analysis of a thin 
rectangular plate simply supported on .three edges, built in 
on the fourth edge, and compressed on two opposite simply 
supported edges by a load in the plane or the plate. This 
·problem become~_:·one of st.ability, and the .object of the sola-
tion is to tind the smallest load that will cause the plate 
to buckle. 
Assume that an axial compressive load is applied to a 
rectangular plate .as shown in Figure 1. If no lateral 
deflection takes place, the strain energy of compression 
must be equal to the work done by. the axial load during this 
compression~ Now ~asswne that some lateral deflection is pro-
duced. Then, added to the strain energy of -compression is 
some strain energy ( l) of bending (AV ) , and also, the work 
done by the axial load is increased by an amount ~T • If AT 
is greater than 11 V , buckling will occur. If /J.. Y is greater 
than ~T, the applied load will be less than the critical 
load. If 4T is equal to AV 9 the cri'i{ical load for buckling 
will occur. 
(l). There ls also some small amount ot strain energy o!' com-
pression added, but this is so small that it can be neg-
lected. Theoq of Elastic Stabilitl bys. Timoshenko, 
page 78, McGraw-Hill Book Company, <··ew ·York, 1936 
vii 
In the problem of this thesis it will be assumed that 
there is a slight difference between ll.T and /1 V called the 
potential energy J of the plate·, and that _this potential 
energy must be minimized (by setting the first variation 
equal to sero). 
A mathematical expression is obtained for the potential 
energr of the plate which is the difference between the in-
ternal strain energy of bending s,ored in the slightly bent 
plate caused by the applied load on the plate, and the work 
of deforming _~he plate by _this applied load to the slightly 
bent position. A variation of this potential energy is 
taken and set equal to zero since this is a requirement. of 
stability. The solution 0£ this equation involves the solu~ 
t~on of a ;fourth order partial differential equation in con-
junction with certain required boundary conditions. The 
resultin2 expression from which the critical stress is ob-
tained is a transcendental equation which contains as 
parameters the dimensions of the plate, the modulus of 
elasticity and poisson's ratio, and an integer which desig-
nates the number of hal£ waves into which the plate buckles. 
In !)rder to- solve the final equation ror the critical 
stress, a trial arid error method must be used. Therefore, 
· the equation is simplified and written in terms of only two 
,· ~ . 
variables, Z and (f):z. , where c is a function of the critical 
stress and Q}2 1s a function of the integer. A curve is 
plotted of z: versus(.p~(Figure 2.) and the solution becomes 
viii .· 
one of determining the. value of (pi.. that gives the smallest 
value of :z: • This is explained in the example problem, 
page 13. 
It should be mentioned that this method of solution has 
been used previously for the analysis of similar plates with 
different boundary conditions. 
CRITICAL LOAD .FOR A RECTANGULAR PLATE SIMPLY 
SUPPORTED ON THREE EDGES, BUILT. IN ON THE FOURTH EDGE, 
AND COMPRESSED ON TWO OPPOSITE SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
EDGES BY A LOAD IN THE PLANE OF THE PLATE. 
A uniform load is applied t -o opposite edges of a thin 
plate of constant thickness and in the plane of the plate 
as shown in Figure 1. It is clear that there is a value 
of stress (6') in the x-direction (the x-direction is in 
the same direction as the applied load) that will cause 
the plate to buckle as a column buckles under the action 
of a thrust. The value of load that corresponds to this 
critical stress is 2~hb. 
The total potential energy (2) of the plate in a 
slightly bent position and in terms of the critical 
stress is:b · 
J = ! \\ LW~"' +- ;!.Vw"d~ Wy.y. + 2, ( 1- v) w,; -\- u.,'a; 
D D 
-u.rL£<l]d'fdx ......•......... c11 
The potential energy is the difference between the 
internal strain energy of bending stored in the slightly 
bent plate caused by the applied load on the plate, and 
the work of deforming the plate by this applied load to 
the slightly bent position. 
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The critica.1 load is reached when AT is equal to 6 V, 
that is, when the pot~ntial energy J is zero. In order to 
obtain this effect, the technique used in this problem is 
that of minimizing the potential energy. In order that the 
potential energy be a minimum the first variation must 
vanish, that is OJ= 0 : 
r'l \b[oF 0 F , . · a~ ". &J_ = D_ \ ~ _ Sw~)t + --- ow'-6-1 +0 w}( ()\.J,.))('a-
-···-·- -Z \ 2> )()(. 2.)w'd..._ \.{ 
; O O <r (1 
3 
oF 
-;- Ow,.. bu.lx J d'?i cl"f = 0 ............ (2) 
where: 
- • 2.. . • . ( 1... 'L ~ Z.h<r F = w,_'(_ +i_ vw1llA.>.)( . .-~. -t-:L\...\-v)w;('J +~'t - u.\ D 
which is the integrand of equation (2) 
Carrying out the proper partial derivatives, equation 
(2) becomes: 
qJ =DC\: [ Wx.._ Owi<,..+ \)W-,.-.. Sw'd-'} + l) W<a-ia-8\..lJx.,._ . 
+ 7- (\- \l) W')(d"" 0 ~~0- + u..,<i~ 6Wc..~~ 
- ~ L.U1' & w)( l ch~c!Af = o 
..v J " .•....... (3) 
Integrating each ot the six terms of; equation (3) 
by parts and beginning with the first term rememhering 
that Sw=owhen X=o ;X==a. J&:o 'd .. =b 
D (~: l,V"'"- o l.,U"-"" J~c\'k 
= D (tu)(-,,_Oi.p.,_J~ \Q- D (°' (bUJx~-,, O,.,Lv\co, 4 )c; o Jc. J0 
Integrating the . second integral by parts again: 
:0 oc6..u,_.._ ()u.,,tc\v\lO.. - \) (_)\H,< 6-.uc\1 \(\ 1/' ,~,-.,,_ 6w<lid)( Jc (f O O D ) 0 \.) 
=c l) \>,,_~ 6w" dJ \: + \) ): )b
0
v.J~u,. Ow <l~d~ 
The following is obvious and helpful in interpreting 
the above integration: 
Integrating the second term of equation (3) by parts: 
Integrating the second integral by parts again: 
- \)-v ~:'"~ bu.Ji 4 (-11) )~h~ 0w clx \: + i) v ))~1-"'r~SUJd}dx 
() 
- 1) I) \ °:, ): 'j. I) VJ~ ch \ lo + l) \) ( <'.L ( \,,<..) "-"-~ G" 6 l.,U ~'-'\- J ~ )0 ~ )0 )0 
Integrating the third term of equation (3} by parts: 
\Jv \:\~u,01 ()u) x~ c\q ch 
= DI>\~"-'"~{ ;s""" di\:-Dv \: \:101- ~w~ c\i &~ 
5 
Integrating both integrals by parts again: 
Integrating the fifth term of equation (3) by parts: 
D S:\: Wq1 E;: '-'-'LJ';f Jef dYs 
- 1) ( a_ •»10- &" .__v -a- d 'A I b - 1) ( c._ ( ~" Tt 'a- 8 u-''a- cl 'td-f )o o Jo )0 
r 
Rewriting equation (3) after all terms have been 
integrated by parts: 
Q h . 
D ~D )~)(.-,..-,_,._ + v->'i'aid" + ~U)""-'11- + Lt l<J)(_-,._ J s UJ d'i,:l ~ 
6 
- 1) (o't VU->,,_,.+ '-'-'~ 1"-] Su.}.__'.\- d~ l- -1-·/' i)JiP"J'a-+ L,\),;_-,_J S\.u~ J ~ l _ Jo u i = \o \l <J X -CL 
~ - . 
-1 \JV w'"a't +u.>.,."--1 S v.J 'I-. d~ \ 'f- = 
0 
= O •••••••••• (4) 
In order that 8J be equal to zero £or all possible 
arbitrary variations bw, 5~ and &w~, the integrands ·o:r 
equation (4) must be zero.. 
• ••••••• { 5) 
•••••••• ( 6) 
•••••••• (?) 
The following boundary conditions must also be 
. ~. ·.·: . ; . .• • .. : 
satisfied: 
'I- ::: 0) 'I. =-CL;~::o)~ ::::b ••••••••{8) 
7 
cJ •••••••••••••••••••••• . • •••• ( 9) 
L,~'a-+vu.,\-i.=O a~ '<\='b which is identical to eq. (6J ••• (10) 
V~~ +u)~" -=o at -x_=,.o;CL which is_ identical to eq. (7) ••• (11) 
Equation (8) states that the deflection is zero 
at all boundaries. Equation (9) states that the slope 
of the deflection is zero at the built in boundary. 
Equations {1o·j and (11) state that the moments are 
zero at the simply supported boundaries (3). 
The deflection can be assumed to be of the form (4): 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• (12) 
where Y is a function of d- and l is a positive .: 
integer. The positive integer i designates the number . 
of half wayes in the x-direction into which the plate 
buckles. 
Substituting equat-ion-~(l,~) into equa~ion (5) and 
letting 
•••••••••••• (13) 
· Simplifying and dividing by S\~1 0\ 'X : 
d4Y -2.«,._d.'-Y + (=<<+_Lh\lo<')Y~o 
c\ \\ ~ d\\2.. t> ••••••••0•••<1,1,..) 
The solution of this ordinary differential equation 






Since the term ,~ will always be much smaller 
than the term c:x(t, the roots of equation (14) become: 
, 
l +L'VV\l- >~LYYl1... · 
where L =Fi . 
The solution of equation (14) can be written as: 
y = c I 'SI~\.,,, l'Yl, '-;\ f (\_ Lo:,\,- l'Yl, '1 + ~ "3 S IV\ Y\A-,_ d" 
9 
••••••••••••••••••• ( 15) 
Equation (12) can then be written as: 
VJ'""'" [Q_l ~\vi.\-. W'\,~ +. c_,_ Co'!;\,, W\,'<\- +-- Q; '.:>1V1 VVl-,.,d" 
:.C1.1- LosVvi2-~1 S,vi ex.. X •••••••••••••••• (16) 
Equation (16) satisfies equations (5) and (7). 
Substitution of equation (16) into equations {6), (8), and 
(9) gives the following: 
f =< .. \) - m ,2-) "5tV\h WI, b ic:~., + lC°' 2.v -m,2.) ( o::,\ri VYl,k, J Q, 2.. 
+ ~<:,( ~ \J + M~ ) S \V\ W\,. b 1 (!_ 3 -\-- ~o</V-\. VY\.,_1-) (..:,'::", w,.,_\o 1 ~= 0 • • • ( 17) 
••••••••••••••• (18) 
[ "':::.u,- Ir.""', bl ~, + ~"""''-" w.,\o] e_ z_ 
+ ~\V\ V\l\.,_\o J(!_~-\- ~O~VV\2.\,,lQ_<.\- = <.) • • • • • • • • • • • • (19) 
VV\ l Q. l 4 \fv\ 1. ~ 3 -::- 0 • • •••••••••••••• ( 20 ) 
Equations (17), (18), (19), and (20) de£ine the 
constants Cl , C ?- , C~, and C 4 • Since these constants can 
not be zero because they represent a buckled condition ot 




VY\\ 0 0 
Expanding this determinant, simplifying, and dividing 
through by co~~n) 1bt0Sn-,2-b, the resulting equation is: 
••••••••••• (21) 
Making the substitution form, and YY\i! 
~o<_ f~~ 7~~ iUY\ b ~<X ,~~- - °" L 
:---------
-JO\ fn q' -o-~ +~n~bJ1'-~~ =O 
•••• (22) 
J, 2. h <r bi. 11\. i. = l 7;;_ b Letting ?:_ ==- 1) · and "'f , equation 
(22) can be simplified to the following: 
Since a trial and error method must be used in order 
to solve equation (23) for the critical stress, a curve 
is plotted of r. versus ¢\ Figure 2. l is a function 
11 · 
l . 
of the critical stress and <P is a function of the integer 
. 
l, therefore, it is necessary to determine the whole 
positive value :for i, which, when substituted into <f/ will 
give the smallest value of 'l:... This is shown by the 
example problem on page lJ. 
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
Given: 2.h = O.i \('\. 
Q-:::: SO 1n . 
b - 2.0 \rt . -
E =. ~ox \0\, p SL 
Find: a.) The critical stress <J. 
b.) The critical load in pounds per inch of 






From the curve, Figure l, it can be seen that 
a value or 3 for l gives a value of l which is 
closest to a minimum. 
The corresponding value of Z from the curve 
is 7.25 which is a smaller value fore than 
would result from any other whole positive 
value of l. ~ ---· r------------
r ::: l,.2b =- . 2h1)0'b~ =- (0.1) a- (4-oo) 
-30X1D'° (o.1)1 /t?-(i--.oq) 
\) = ::>., (o so ?~ (. 
Cf (2.h) :::: 3(o$ l6/1n ol b 
. 
Since l=J, the plate will buckle in three 
half waves. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A. J. Miles solved the same problem (5) except that 
the plate in his problem is supported by elastic supports 
instead of rigid sup~rts. He plotted a set of curves 
2. 
or_ 2: versu~ cp tor: difter~nt values of the stiffness ot 
the supports. The curve plotted for_ the solut~on of the 
problem of this thesis agrees exactly with that curve 
from Miles' set of curves for a plate with infinitely 
stiff supports. 
It can be _seen from Figure 2_, page ~2, that as the 
bJa ratiobecomes smaller~ (_ becomes larger or the plate 
buckles into more half waves. In other words, longer 
plates buck1e into more half waves than do shorter plates 
of the same width. 
Taking a brief look at Figure 2, it becomes apparent 
that a minimum point exists. Th.is minimum indicates that 
the plate buckles in~o approxima~ely sq~ares. That is, 
the length 0£ one half wave in the x-direction is approxi-
mately the same as the width of the plate. This is illus-
trated by the example problem, page 13. Since the plate 
is 50_ inche~_ lo~g and l i _s J, the length of one halt wave 
-is 16.67· inches. The .width of the plate is 20 in~hes 1 
thus, it c~n be seen that the plate buckles approsimately 
in squares. 
(5) riStailllty of Rectangular Plates Elastically Supported 
at the Edges" by A. J. Miles, "Journal of Applied 
Mechanicsn, June 19360 
15 .· 
It should be pointed out that the critical stress, 
er , is the stress, which, when multiplied by the cross 
sectional area of the plate, will give the critical load. 
In the potential energy equation (l), P/A (where Pis 
the critical load and A is the cross sectional area of 
the plate) could have been used instead of (f. It is 
assumed that this critical load when applied will not 
cause the plate to be subjected to its yield stress. 
16·· 
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